
There is also a setup indication for additional 
accompanying procedure that can be selected 
by using the               button. A specific pictogram  
will appear on the conditional dial.

    ScleroTherapy       LaserTherapy      Mucopexy
 

The final report may be printed for the patient file 
by pressing            .
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best solution 
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COMEPA Industries has built its reputation by creating inno-
vative technology-driven solutions, from space technology to 
high-performance medical instruments fabrics. Comepa is a 
privately held company committed to perpetuate its 50-plus 
year tradition of product innovation in two areas.
The ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS division focuses its develop-
ments to design and manufacture high performance thermal 
switches for Space Industry and its excellence is recognized 
by the famous ESA (European Space Agency) qualification.
The MEDICAL DEVICE division provides creative solutions to 
complex medical situations. It has developed many visionary 
instrumentation concepts in surgery, cardiology and anaesthe-
siology and neurophysiology. 
After 6 years of intensive comon development with AO NPF 
BIOSS, leading Russian manufacturer of high tech ultrasound 
devices  along with the long experience of COMEPA in the medi-
cal field, we brought to the market a complete innovative efficient 
solution for hemorrhoids treatment :  the ANGIODIN-PROCTO.

Our Culture
Our culture uses the “linear” structure, a team-based environment 
that encourages personal initiative and person-to-person 
communication among all associates. Our culture welcomes 
different viewpoints and people from a variety of environments 
and backgrounds.

Our Focus
Created fifty years ago, COMEPA Industries remains com-
mitted to solving problems and changing outcomes for cus-
tomers around the world.

Our Responsibility
Our culture exerts a strong and steady influence on each of us to 
act with the highest integrity and responsibility towards people, 
organizations and the environment.

About usProcedure

Accessories

For more information, please contact your local distributor or sales representative.
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Diagnostic Probe 

Pre-operatively for diagnostic and 
preliminary location of the arteries,
Per-operatively to confirm the blood 
flow reduction (during combined 
laser surgery),
Post-operatively to confirm and 
document the blood flow in the 
reducted piles.

Universal  footswitch pedal 

This four pedal module is used to 
control all the function of the Angiodin 
Procto to facilitate the manipulation 
and the set up of the device  by the 
operator.

Printer 

Dedicated to print screenshot reports 
that can be used for medico-legal 
and administrative purposes.

The selected position «closkwise» can be 
selected manually               or with the pedal.

The suture ligation of the vessel is marked 
on the pictogram by using the target button           
or the pedal.



With a combination of traditional continuous-wave (CW) and 
advanced Doppler methods of blood flow location like PW, M, 
M+PW modes, Angiodin-Procto allows to perform a quick and 
precise identification of the hemorrhoidal arteries.

In combination with the LDL-2 Led-lighted proctoscope, 
Angiodin-Procto allows unmatched precise control and 
accessibility to perform safe and effective treatment of 
hemorrhoidal stage 2 and stage 3 desease.

The control of the device is done by a touchscreen, manually 
as well as with a 4 switch pedals.

 « All in one » 
connection cable : 

Light and Doppler Fonction

Doppler Unit LDL-2 Proctoscope

The system works with two types of ultrasound emission: 
continuous wave (CW) & pulsed wave (PW), and also gives 
two different imaging modes of the reflected ultrasonic 
signal (Spectral - CW/ PW and Color mapping-M or M + PW).

   CW mode

Easier in operation and used in all common sytems available on the mar-
ket, it gives you the aproximate location of the targeted artery by sound and 
spectral image. 

Sound pulsation variation depends on the caliber of the artery and is detected, 
respectively, by the flow velocity in the vessel. The depth is pre-set and 
there is a pre-allocted opening window of the ultrasonic beam. 

In order to determine the right position of the artery, the handle is used to 
rotate the proctoscope clockwise  to match with the position of the conditional 
dial. Probe and window are then placed diametrically on the handle and 
perfectly matched to the circular diagram on the screen of system.

   PW mode

After a primal artery location in CW mode, the system allows to precisely 
determine the depth of the artery. 

The PW mode allows to modify the depth of screaning and sampling volume 
with the use of the pedal by acquiring the best signal matched to the screa-
ning depth (screening bar up or down). This option of the device allows to 
determine the localization of the artery and the depth of its occurrence. 

The display reflects the graphical characteristic of the pulse wave typical for 
artery or vein. At that stage, the artery can be ligated through the operating 
window with or without the use of the “slot” depending on the identified depth.

   M+PW mode

This is a spectrum in MPW mode with basic depth (14 mm) and volume size 
(4 mm) is in the color mapping (M or M + PW) two-dimensional color map. 
It shows the presence or absence of blood flow throughout all the depth of 
penetration of the ultrasound beam. 

This mode allows to simultaneously «see» the range of the depth of all the 
vessels in the range, as well as to hear the doppler sound generated by 
those vessels. It gives a blood flow diagram and spectrum.

Multi Modes

Fixed operating window wider and 
adapted to any surgical techniques. 
The wider working window and the 
larger internal diameter of the LDL-2 
allow the needle to reach different 
depths outside of the ligation slot (not 
limited to 8mm), much more than any 
conventional doppler assisted 
proctoscope

The cover of the distal part of the 
proctoscope can be removed turning 
the LDL-2 into anal retractor

The larger internal diameter 
34/35mm allows the operator to 
perform the procedure with 
2 instruments within the channel

Working channel in round streching 
the mucosa in order to facilitate 
identification and manipulation 
within the working channel

• Doppler piezzo position distal to 
the operating window. Doppler probe 
8 Mhz. The probe is tilted 27° in the 
direction of the working window

• Multi axial elliptic Ligation « Slot »

• Led-Light source gives a better and 
realistic illumination of the structures

• Unbreakable medical high quality 
 Lexan® polycarbonate

The LDL-2 proctoscope has the form of a translucent body with 
a manipulation window along the axis of the body. The window 
is intended to access the surface of the rectum. 

The proctoscope body has a built-in ultrasound sensor located 
proximal to the manipulation window and tilted towards the 
internal distal part of the window. The Proctoscope has one 
integrated illuminator with several LEDs. 

The Illuminator is located in the internal compartment of the 
cylindrical part of the proctoscope, opposite to the manipulation 
window. The light propagates across the inside wall of the 
cylindrical part of the proctoscope. 
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